
Hard -to -find calculators for special uses.
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Easy -to -use conversion talc
with separate in/out windows
Virtually nothing to learn-in thirty seconds you'll be an
expert! Simply enter the value to be converted in the left
window. Press "=" and the conversion unit you want.
The answer appears in the right window. Performs 276
conversions of length, weight, volume, temperature,
area, cubic, pressure, and energy units. Built-in
calculator handles conversions between decimals and
fractions. 65-535 19.99
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Woodgrain desktop
calculator/calendar/clock
Closed, it's an attractive wooden accent for your desk.
Open, it's a 200 -year calendar (both daily and monthly
view), an alarm clock with built-in world -time clock for
16 international cities, and an 8 -digit calculator.
65-521 19.99

Balance your checkbook,
credit card and savings
accounts easily,
electronically
Keeping accurate records couldn't be easier.
Separate memories keep track of expenditures
and withdrawals from checking, credit and
savings accounts. Balances are stored, even
when the calculator is off. Billfold case holds

your checks, checkbook register, pen, and
credit cards. Built-in clock and calendar.

65-504 19.99
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Building -trades calculator
EC -300. Functions for all building trades. Easy, one -

button calculations for figuring construction jobs-both
in planning and costing. Works directly with yards, feet
and inches in .nd-/64th-inch parts
without converting to decimals. Built-in functions for
converting between metric and U.S. units of
measurement, including temperature conversions.
Buttons to directly handle triangle, circle, arc problems.
65-532 29.99
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Cordless pencil sharpeners
(1) Deluxe pencil sharpener. Cordless convenience with the
efficiency of an AC -powered sharpener. Requires 4 "AA"
batteries. 61-2591 11.99
(2) Battery -powered pencil sharpener. Space -saving and
easy to use. See-through, so you'll know when it needs to be
emptied. Includes spare blade. Requires 4 "AA" batteries.
61-2768 3 99
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Office Tools
Why waste time shopping around for just the

right calculator? You are sure to find the one

you need at RadioShack. We stock dozens of

models, and dozens more are available by fast

special order through RadioShack Unlimited or

online at our website, RadioShack.com.

NEW Executive laser pointer
with handsome brass trim
Carry this dressy pen -style laser pointer in a shirt or su
pocket, and you're always ready to make a presentatior
Operation range over 300 feet. Requires 2 "AAA
batteries. 63-1055 29.9!
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NEW Ultra -
thin laser
pointer
Perfect for getting your point across in meetings. Slim,
lightweight pointer is ideal for making presentations
that go on for a long time. 300 -ft. operating range.
Includes long -life CR2025 battery. 63-1056 .... 19.99
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Alkaline batteries
4 -pack "AAA" batteries. 23-877
4 -pack "AA" batteries. 23-873
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Shop our PowerZone- department for all your battery needs. For hard -to -find batteries, use our handy online Battery Finder at radioshack.com.


